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(Summary) 

The author argues that factors such as different soil developing processes and climatic 
conditions predetermined the appearance and development of early farming and the Neolithic 
and Eneolithic settlement systems (including tell-settlements) in Bulgaria. The tells 
themselves are considered as markers of long-term settlement on fertile lands with thriving 
crop farming and animal breeding. In order to improve the fertility of soils prehistoric people 
used ploughing harnessed by animal force, which is fifty times more efficient than the manual 
tillage of the land. 

The author compares the types of soils according to their fertility and easiness for 
cultivation. The presence/absence pattern of tells follows the patterns of soils: in Thrace tells 
appeared first; in northeastern Bulgaria tells appeared in the Eneolithic, while in northwestern 
Bulgaria, to the west from the Jantra river, tells did not occur at all. In these three regions the 
structures of the soil profiles are compared that includes their stratigraphic position and the 
geographical distribution of the soils with their lithology and underlying rocks. The climatic 
conditions that governed the soil formation processes differ from region to region. The 
analysis reveals the structural differences, the possibilities for soil cultivation and its fertility 
and the presence/absence pattern of tells.  The developed humus layer in Thrace lies on non-
permeable clays that raises the level of sub-soil water and makes the cultivation of soil by 
hand easy. The fertile soils of the Maritsa basin had all the necessary conditions (the soil-
climatic optimum) for appearance and prosperity of hoe driven agriculture that made possible 
the long-term occupation of a single place - tells. The soil profile in the northeastern Bulgaria 
consists of chernozems and gray forest soils that lie above a water permeable layer, limestone, 
marls, and sandstone. The water permeable layers are the main cause that dries up the soils 
and makes them difficult for cultivation by hand. The underlying loess revealed its fertility 
only after the invention of animal harnessed ploughing during the Eneolithic. This prosperous 
farming is marked by the appearance of hundreds of tells to the east of the river Jantra in the 
Eneolithic. The soils in northwestern Bulgaria contain mechanical heavy components and lack 
good sub-soil water balance. The ploughing with animal force was not enough for reaching 
good fertility that was capable to sustain settlements on tells. The Neolithic and Eneolithic 
tells in northwestern Bulgaria are with thickness between 0.30 to 2.80 m., and their building 
horizons vary between one and five. This is the reason why tells did not occur in this region. 
 


